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Applying the Bi-level HMM for Robust Voice-activity Detection 
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Abstract – This paper presents a voice-activity detection (VAD) method for sound sequences with 
various SNRs. For real-time VAD applications, it is inadequate to employ a post-processing for the 
removal of burst clippings from the VAD output decision. To tackle this problem, building on the bi-
level hidden Markov model, for which a state layer is inserted into a typical hidden Markov model 
(HMM), we formulated a robust method for VAD not requiring any additional post-processing. In the 
method, a forward-inference-ratio test was devised to detect the speech endpoints and Mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were used as the features. Our experiment results show that, regarding 
different SNRs, the performance of the proposed approach is more outstanding than those of the 
conventional methods. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Voice-activity detection (VAD) has become increasingly 

important since the recent application of speech-recognition 
technology in the design of smart devices, electric home 
appliances, and the vocal interfaces of cars, among others 
[1]. The main purpose of a VAD system is the correct 
identification of the presence of either speech frames or 
the separate speech and non-speech patterns of a given 
signal. In the current context, VAD has been treated as a 
preprocessing technology for plentiful voice-related 
algorithms such as voice query, effective voice coding 
under a limited bandwidth, speaker recognition, and speech 
enhancement [1-4]. 

A key difficulty regarding VAD is the identification of 
speech endpoints in the presence of non-stationary noisy 
signals. Recently, a number of approaches based on 
statistical models have been developed [7-14], and the 
corresponding performances in noisy environments are 
more favorable than those of early methods for which only 
magic numbers or a portion of rules are used [5, 6]. Typical 
examples of these newer approaches are those for which 
either the likelihood-ratio test (LRT) [7, 14], the hidden 
Markov model (HMM) [10-12], or the support vector 
machine (SVM) are used [15]. However, these approaches 
are still problematic because burst clippings, the short frames 
of false positives and false negatives, are often caused. The 
burst clippings can be removed, however, by applying rule-
based post-processing to the output decisions of these 

methods; but, although rule-based post-processing is simple, 
it is unreliable in a non-stationary, noisy environment and 
is insufficient for real-time applications. To eliminate burst 
clippings, Sohn [16] devised a HMM-based hangover method 
for which the state-duration effect of the HMM is utilized. 
However, its limitation is that a little success in avoiding burst 
clippings relies on the HMM whose weakness is in modeling 
state duration [17]. The heuristic hangover mechanism 
introduced by Veisi [10], whereby the short-period states 
that are decided by the likelihood ratio are ignored, shows a 
favorable performance, but it is problematic in that the lengths 
of the short-period states should be adequately determined 
adequately against variable noises. Tiaw and Jeong [17] 
suggested a bi-level HMM for which a state layer is 
inserted into a typical HMM, and applied it to visual VAD. 
They contributed a stochastic model for which neither post-
processing nor any rule-based method for the elimination of 
the burst clippings on the decided state sequences are required. 

In this paper, we present our formulation of the bi-level 
HMM for the VAD problem. Mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCC) are used as the features that constitute 
the bi-level-HMM observation layer. The states that 
correspond to the features’ probabilistic density functions 
form the lower layer of the bi-level HMM, while the upper 
layer is composed of the states that represent whether 
speaking is performed or not. We also introduce the forward 
inference ratio test that is effective to alleviate burst 
clippings. To evaluate the proposed method, we compared 
it with the methods based on the Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM) and HMM. The experiments that we conducted 
under different SNRs show that our approach is more 
efficient than the conventional methods. 

 
 

2. MFCC Features 
 
MFCC features have been widely used in the field of 
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sound processing. The mel-frequency cepstrum is a 
representation of the short-term power spectrum of a sound, 
and is based on the discrete cosine transform of a log-
power spectrum that is on the nonlinear mel-scale of a 
frequency. A distinction between the mel-frequency 
cepstrum and the cepstrum is that the mel-frequency bands 
are equally spaced on the mel-scale that approximates the 
response of the human auditory system [18]. The MFCC is 
obtained from the following processes [18]: 

① High-pass filtering of a voice signal to compensate 
for the suppressed high-frequency parts of the human 
sound system.  

② Frame-blocking to create an observation unit 
composed of N adjacent voice samples, whereby 
voice signals are sampled at 8 khz and constitute one 
frame with 200 samples (25 ms); 80 samples (10 ms) 
are overlapped between two adjacent frames. 

③ Applying a Hamming window to increase the 
continuity of two adjacent frames: 

     
'( ) ( ) ( )
( ) 0.54 0.4 [2 / ( 1)], 0 1

s n s n w n
w n cos n N n Nπ

= ⋅
= − − ≤ ≤ −  (1) 

where s(n) is a voice signal sample. 
④ Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to transform the time-

domain signal into a frequency 
⑤ Mel-filtering where M triangle band-pass filters are 

applied to the FFT spectrum, followed by the 
computation of the logarithmic energy of each filter 
output. 

⑥ Discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the Mel-filtered 
output to acquire 13 coefficients. 

 
Among the thirteen coefficients, the first coefficient 

corresponds to the short-term energy and does not help 
with the discrimination of the voice signal in the case of 
severe noises. The coefficients from the tenth to the 
thirteenth are influenced by the artifacts of a numerical 
analysis such as the Hamming window [19]. Eight 
coefficients are therefore selected from the second to the 
ninth as features for VAD. 

 
 
3. Voice-activity Modeling with Bi-level HMM 
 

3.1 Probabilistic sound states 
 
It is necessary to divide sampled sound signals into 

speech and non-speech intervals for the plentiful voice-
related algorithms such as voice query, effective voice 
coding under a limited bandwidth, speaker recognition, and 
speech enhancement. A bottleneck issue, however, is the 
impurity of the speech and non-speech intervals; that is, 
non-speech features are often found in speech intervals due 
to voiceless sounds or the existence of inter-word gaps, and 
because of non-stationary noises, speech features can also 

exist in non-speech intervals. These bottleneck features can 
also cause the burst clippings that are the short frames of 
false positives and false negatives, that is, wrong decisions 
of states in a non-speech interval or a speech interval as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Two assumptions, for which the idea in [17] serves as 
the basis for the probabilistic modeling of sound states, 
have therefore been formulated to address this bottleneck 
difficulty. According to the first assumption, two sound 
signal states for activeness such as active and inactive 
exist, allowing for the stochastic definition of the MFCC 
feature vectors, as shown in (2). For the other assumption, 
two speech states such as speech and non-speech are 
acknowledged in sound signals that are stochastically 
determined by the frequencies of the active and inactive 
states, as shown in (3); accordingly, the active states occur 
more frequently than the inactive ones in the speech state, 
whereas the inactive states are dominant in the non-speech 
state. The state definition according to these assumptions is 
somewhat relaxed in that inactive states are allowed in the 
speech state, but in the next section, the definition plays a 
key role in the removal of the burst clippings during the 
decoding of the speech states in the bi-level HMM. 
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where to  is an eight-dimensional MFCC feature vector 
at time t, ( , , )A A

t k kG o μ Π  is the kth Gaussian density 
function of to  with the mean vector A

kμ  and the 
covariance matrix A

kΠ , and B is the frequency matrix 
whose element represents a frequency of active or inactive 
in speech or non-speech. 

 
3.2 Bi-level HMM for VAD 

 
The bi-level HMM can be considered an extension of the 

typical HMM, as it comprises an intermediate state layer 
between the discrete state layer and the observation layer 
as shown in Fig. 2. By applying the probabilistic sound 
states to the bi-level HMM, the speech states correspond 
to the upper-state layer, taking on the 1st-order Markov 

Fig. 1. Burst Clipings 
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property, and depending on the states in the upper-state 
layer, the activeness states correspond to the lower-state 
layer. The MFCC feature vectors are considered 
observations in the observation layer. 

 
3.3 Forward inference ratio test 

 
The forward inferences of the speech states are 

performed recursively [17], as follows: 
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where Θ  represents the parameters of the bi-level HMM 
for VAD and includes the state-transition probabilities, 

1( | )S S
SS S S

t ti ja p q j q i−= = = , the conditional probabilities 
of the active states, ( | )S A

A A S S
t tj jb p q j q j= = = , and the 

observation distribution, ( ) ( | )A
A A

t t tjp o p o q j= = . The 
difference between (4) and the HMM forward inference is 
the insertion of S Aj j

b . This difference helped in the 
suppression of the undesirable state changes that are 
caused by noisy signals. 
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According to (5), the posterior probability at time t is 

proportional to the forward inference, so the speech states 
can be decided by a comparison between the corresponding 
forward inferences, like those in (6). However, in order to 
alleviate the burst clippings more, the forward-inference-
ratio test as defined in (7) is used to recognize the speech 
states: 
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where ξ is a threshold. 

4. Experiment Results 
 
NOIZEOUS is an open speech database wherein the 

sound sequences are composed of successive words and 
recorded in various environments with a variety of noise 
levels [20]. For the experiment we used the sound 
sequences in the four environments such as car, restaurant, 
street and train. The proposed method was compared with 
the methods based on GMM and HMM. With respect to 
each environment, 10 audio files were used as the training 
samples for the learning stage and another 10 audio files 
were randomly selected for the test stage. Post-processing 
was not applied for the removal of the burst clippings.  

Fig. 3 shows the results of the speech-state estimation 
according to the SNRs for the car environment. As the 
energies of the inter-word short voiceless intervals are 
generally low, these intervals tend to be regarded as the 
non-speech state. Such tendency is most pronounced in the 
case that the GMM-based method is applied. The HMM-
based method shows better results than the GMM because 
of the state-duration effect of HMM. Frequent burst 
clippings found in both the GMM and the HMM cases can 
lead to a poor performance regarding real-time voice-
related algorithms such as voice coding under a limited 
bandwidth and speech recognition. The performance of the 
bi-level-HMM-based VAD is more outstanding than those 
of the other conventional approaches. It reveals that the 
proposed method suppresses burst clippings effectively.   

As shown in (8), the speech-recognition rate ( )DP and the 
state-change false rate ( )SCP were used for the evaluation 

 
Fig. 2. Bi-level HMM for VAD 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3. VAD results: (a) 5 dB; (b) 10 dB; (c) 15 dB 
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of the proposed approach. Fig. 4 shows the performance 
comparison for which the ROC (Receiving Operating 
Characteristic) space wa used, whereby it is proven that the 
proposed approach outperforms the conventional methods. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we present a VAD method for which the 

bi-level HMM is employed. For most of the conventional 
VAD methods, additional post-processing such as rule-
based delayed frames and hangover mechanisms must be 
employed to remove the burst clippings from the VAD 
output decision; however, this is undesirable for real-time 
VAD applications. So that consecutive speech frames could 
be detected without any post-processing, we applied the bi-
level HMM to VAD and devised a forward-inference-ratio 
test to determine the speech frames. Our experiments then 
proved that the presented method can be used successfully 
to recognize speech intervals with few burst clippings 
without any post-processing. 
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